Hearing Date: May 09, 2019, Room 118 Capitol Building, 8:00AM

STATE OF ILLINOIS
101ST GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HOUSE COMMITTEE ROLL CALL
Revenue & Finance
Senate Bill No. 1515
INC TX-FRINGE
Do Pass
Do Pass As Amended - Short Debate

13 YEAS 0 NAYS 0 PRESENT 2 NOT VOTING

Y Bennett, Thomas M
NV Evans Jr., Marcus C
Y Martwick, Robert
Y McSweeney, David
Y Rita, Robert
Y Turner, Arthur
Y Wheeler, Keith R
Y Zalewski, Michael J

Y Carroll, Jonathan
Y Kifowit, Stephanie A
Y McDermid, Margo
Y Reick, Steven
Y Sosnowski, Joe
Y Welch, Emanuel Chris
NV Yingling, Sam